Polarised views of Russian
threat in the Netherlands

The 16th century bronze “Tsar Cannon” in the Kremlin (source: Pxhere)

When Russia is in the news it is usually for
negative reasons, for example due to reports
of internal repression, military provocations,
disinformation campaigns or cyberattacks
on Western targets. Dutch-Russian relations
deteriorated particularly after 2014 due to the
annexation of Crimea and the conflict in the
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east of Ukraine, the downing of MH-17 and
undue interference in our internal affairs.
In the public debate Russia is often equated
with the omnipresent Vladimir Putin
pursuing his conservative-nationalist course
and attempting to hold on to absolute
power, weaken the West and regain major
power status.
It is no wonder, then, that opinion polls
in recent years have shown Dutch
public opinion on Russia turning
predominantly negative with many people
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in the Netherlands seeing Russia as a threat.
For example, a December 2018 survey
conducted by the Pew Research Center
showed that of all European countries people
in the Netherlands and Sweden have the
most critical views of Russia (both 79%,
compared to an average of 66%).
But such results should be kept under
frequent review, as many surveys are just
small-scale snapshots or fail to distinguish
between different groups of respondents
and their views on other subjects. The
Dutch population’s threat assessment is
ultimately a key indicator of society’s support
for government policy towards Russia,
NATO and our energy supply.
The Clingendael Foreign Affairs Barometer
asked over 23,000 people in the Netherlands
to what extent Russia posed a threat to
Europe and what they thought about our
treaty obligations as NATO members
and about Dutch imports of Russian
gas. The results of this survey are not as
unequivocally negative as those of the
Pew survey referred to above: the threat
assessment is less severe and differs among
sections of society. More than 35% of all
participants agree with the statement “Russia
poses a threat to Europe’s security”, while
38% have a neutral view or do not know and
27% do not perceive Russia as a threat.
Russian threat to Europe
Threat
35%

No threat
27%

There is a clear correlation between
the extent to which Russia is perceived
as a threat and three factors: political
preferences, sociocultural attitudes and
general concern about geopolitical tensions.
Other characteristics such as gender,
level of education, region or age do not
play a significant role. The relatively large
proportion of neutral responses is striking.
It may indicate that many respondents do
not feel sufficiently informed and/or are
unsure how to assess a Russian threat.

Differences based on political
preference, sociocultural
attitude and a general feeling
of insecurity
First, there is a relatively strong correlation
between political orientation and attitude
towards Russia. VVD, D66, CDA, PvdA
and GroenLinks voters view Russia in a
significantly more negative light than those
with preferences for the PVV, Forum voor
Democratie and – to a lesser extent –
the SP.1 The latter parties attract voters who
for the most part are less concerned about
confrontation with Russia. In the case of the
PVV, FvD and SP, for example, this attitude
matches those parties’ positioning in the
‘no camp’ in the advisory referendum on the
Association Agreement between the EU and
Ukraine in April 2016.
It can be concluded from this that public
opinions on Russia are now highly polarised,
but no longer along the traditional left-right
dividing line as at the time of the Cold War.
A similar picture also emerges with regard
to the newspaper people read – albeit to a
lesser extent – with readers of De Telegraaf
being almost twice as likely to see Russia
as no threat compared to readers of
De Volkskrant, Trouw and NRC.

Neutral
38%
1

2

A relatively large proportion of DENK voters, along
with PVV, FvD and SP voters, do not see Russia as
a major threat to Europe. However, the number of
DENK respondents in the Barometer is not large
enough to be included separately in the analysis.
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Percentages of party preference and perceived Russian threat to Europe
Political preference
VVD

40,8

36,3

23

PVV
CDA

47,7

35,3

17

Groenlinks

38,5

38,8

22,7

D66

48,7

37,4

14

SP

40,7

38,6

21

Christenunie

48,9

35,4

15,6

Partij voor de Dieren

DENK

45,1

Forum voor Democratie

46,2

40,5

32,2
50,8

24,4

34,7

42

23,3
0%

21,8

32

24,8

Don’t know

8,5

46,3

27,3

Blank vote

39,5

28,7

31,8

Other party

33,8

40,2

26

SGP

32,5

34,9

32,5

50Plus

25

37,4

37,7

PvdA

21

33,7

45,3

10%

20%

30%

40%

No threat

50%

60%

Neutral

70%

80%

90%

100%

Threat

Percentages of preferred newspaper and perceived Russian threat to Europe
Newspaper
Telegraaf
Algemeen Dagblad

40,5

38,3

21,2

Metro

27,7

No newspaper

30,3
0%

10%

20%

46,7

17,8

35,5

Another newspaper

31,4

44,2

24,4

A foreign newspaper

38,5

41,1

20,3

A regional newspaper

50,3

26,3

23,5

Nederlands Dagblad

40,7

21,0

38,3

Reformatorisch Dagblad

25,1

43,4

31,6

Financieel Dagblad

30%

No threat

3

47,4

29,6

23,0

Volkskrant

37,4

41,5

21,1

NRC (Next)

35,5

37,6

26,9

Trouw

29,5

29,0

41,5

40%

39,8

32,5

35,8

33,9

50%

Neutral

60%

Threat

70%

80%

90%

100%
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Secondly, the results of the Clingendael
Foreign Affairs Barometer point towards
people’s sociocultural views as an
explanatory variable. They show that people
in the Netherlands who set great store by
political values such as freedom of speech,
and the acceptance of sexual diversity, see
Russia as more of a threat. Conversely, it is
interesting that people who see a need to
protect Dutch culture and have a negative
view of migration perceive Russia as less of
a threat. This could be explained by the fact
that these people feel a certain affinity with
the way in which a leader such as President
Putin champions socially conservative values
and his country’s national culture.
Finally, if attitudes towards Russia are
compared to other answers in the Foreign
Affairs Barometer, a pattern emerges of
general concern about growing political
tensions and superpower rivalry. Of the
above three factors, it is this pattern
that provides the clearest explanation
(see explanatory table 1 on p. 6).
There is a very strong correlation particularly
with regard to China: people worried about
a Russian threat often also see China as a
threat. To a lesser extent this also applies to
the United States. These respondents thus
appear to have not so much a traditional
“east versus west” threat perception as a
general sense of geopolitical insecurity, with
Russia being just one of the causes.

have to. It should be noted that this question
drew a large number of neutral responses.

What conclusions do people in
the Netherlands draw from this?

‘The US will be less and less willing to
protect Europe’

As well as probing for an overall perception
of the Russian threat, the Barometer
specifically asked about two other related
themes: support for NATO military
intervention if one or more allies is attacked
by Russia (the “article 5 mutual defence
clause”) and the desirability of importing
more gas from Russia.
A majority of 56% believe the Netherlands
should comply with its treaty agreements
in the event of a Russian attack on a NATO
member state, while 11% believe it should not
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Furthermore, almost 80% of people in
the Netherlands consider the statement
“the United States is less and less willing to
protect Europe because Europeans should
do more to maintain their own security”
to be plausible or even very plausible.
This suggests that people in the Netherlands
are fairly unanimous on the continued
importance of a credible military deterrent,
but it also implies a growing awareness that
Europe will have to do more to maintain its
own security in future.
Dutch support for NATO in the event of
a Russian attack
Do not support
11%

Neutral
33%

Support
56%

Disagree
7%
Neutral
14%

Agree
79%
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This relative unanimity contrasts with
attitudes towards imports of Russian gas,
which have long been a subject of social and
political debate. According to a recent report
by S&P Global these imports are actually
set to play a more important role due to the
phasing out of gas production in Groningen.
Most people in the Netherlands seem to
take a fairly pragmatic view of this issue;
only 28% of the Dutch population sees it as
a problem if the Netherlands imports more
Russian gas. Respondents in Groningen, the
centre of Dutch gas extraction, do not take a
significantly different view than respondents
in other provinces (see explanatory table 2
on p. 6).
There is a very strong correlation, however,
between those who perceive Russia as a
threat and those who believe importing
more Russian gas would be problematic.
As expected there is also a clear correlation
between people in the Netherlands who
consider the environment and climate to
be a policy priority and those who see
Russian gas imports as problematic; the
latter group presumably sees reduced
dependence on Russian gas more as part
of an overall energy transition from fossil to
sustainable energy.
Support for imports of Russian gas
Object
28%

Do not object
42%

Neutral
30%
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Implications for Dutch policy
The Dutch government notes a continuing
impasse in mutual relations with Russia
and for now is adhering to the existing
policy, as set out in a letter from Minister
Blok to the Dutch House of Representatives
of December 2019, which is due to be
considered by the House of Representatives
at the end of September 2020. This amounts
to maintaining pressure on Russia in
cooperation with allies, but at the same
time seeking opportunities for dialogue and
pragmatic cooperation.
This twin-track policy actually reflects the
divergent views in Dutch society, where
neither confrontation nor unconditional
rapprochement appear to command broad
support. Interestingly, a recent opinion poll
in Russia itself indicates that over 70% of
the Russian population has a positive view of
the Netherlands, although knowledge of our
country is limited. So, regardless of the chilly
bilateral relations, the populations of both
the Netherlands and Russia appear to see
opportunities for rapprochement on a social
level as envisaged in the Russia letter.
The Clingendael Barometer nevertheless
shows a risk of growing political polarisation
of the Russia debate in the Netherlands,
along sociocultural dividing lines in society.
These dividing lines could be accentuated by
heightened tensions following the elections
in Belarus, between the Netherlands and
the European Union on the one hand and
Russia on the other. Minister Blok also notes
in the Russia letter that knowledge of Russia
has decreased in recent times, which could
be a factor in the relatively large number of
neutral responses.
Consequently, views on Russia, including
threat perceptions, may be less factbased and increasingly susceptible to
disinformation. More and better knowledge
will in any event improve the quality of the
debate and could form a basis for imaginative
and future-proof policy.
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Table 1 Explanations of Russia’s
perceived threat to Europe
Variable

β

SE

Variable

β

SE

Constant

-.218

0.491

Constant

-5.227***

.715

Populism

-.036***

.002

Populism

.027*

.003

SP

-.062***

.042

SP

-.024*

.051

PVV & FvD

-.157***

.032

PVV & FvD

-.023***

.039

.041***

.003

Politically on the right

.023*

.004

.001

Negative attitude
towards migration

-.166***

.001

.01

Protection of Dutch
culture

-.027*

.013

.017

Russia threat

.372***

.013

China threat

.061***

.014

-.069***

.011

Politically on the right
Negative attitude
towards migration
Protection of Dutch
culture
Nativism

-.066***
-.081***
.014

Dutch political core
values

.075***

.008

US threat

China threat

.515***

.01

US threat

.096***

.009

Defence policy
priority

.011

Foreign affairs policy
priority

Defence policy
priority

.022*

Foreign affairs
policy priority

.05***

.011

Environment and Climate policy priority

NRC/VK/Trouw/FD

.017

.022

Groningen

Education

.012

.015

-.036***
.043***

Gender (female)
Age

Notes: *p <.05, ** p <.005, *** p <.001
Dependent variable: Russia’s perceived
threat to Europe
Adjusted R-square: .397
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Table 2 Explanations of critical
attitude towards imports
of more Russian gas

.014

.013

-.014

.014

.154***

.014

-.004

.058

NRC/VK/Trouw/FD

.01

.026

.018

Education

.024

.019

.001

Gender (female)

.96***

.021

-.113***

.001

Age

Notes: *p <.05, ** p <.005, *** p <.001
Dependent variable: Critical attitude towards imports
of more Russian gas
Adjusted R-square: .33
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